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Abstract

As with many media industries, poor labor practices such as crunch—excessive, 
often unpaid overtime—are common within video game production. Researchers 
have addressed how industry structures normalize crunch, but game consumers’ 
integration in this process is less understood. This case study of comments 
(n = 1,080) on articles about crunch develops an overall perspective on consumer 
attitudes by coding whether comments support or critique crunch and then 
evaluating the comments’ main ideas. More comments supported crunch 
than critiqued it, often treating it as inevitable, justifying paid/short-term 
crunch, or comparing game development crunch to commenters’ experiences. 
Conversely, critical comments considered crunch’s negative consequences, 
blamed its persistence on executives, and advocated for better work practices 
across industries. While this piece focuses on games, the conclusions potentially 
speak across media industries by addressing the pervasive nature of “Do What 
You Love” ideologies and asking: Do consumers care about the conditions under 
which media is produced?

Keywords: video game industry, media industry studies, labor practices, crunch, 
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As with many media industries, poor labor practices such as crunch—excessive, often unpaid 
overtime—are common within video game production. Researchers have addressed how 
industry structures, such as games’ high-risk nature, companies’ use of non-disclosure 
agreements (NDAs), and overall cultures of secrecy, can normalize these practices and inhibit 
solutions.1 Gameworkers can also contribute, as they learn to accept crunch as “inevita-
ble.”2 Less understood, however, is the role that consumers play in crunch’s ongoing accept-
ance. Developers often suggest that players support crunch practices, as when Rockstar 
co-founder Dan Houser stated that Red Dead Redemption 2 employees worked “100-hour 
weeks” to provide consumers with the best possible game.3 On the other hand, Houser faced 
intense criticism for his comments, implying that players reject crunch.4 Evidence is thus 
both divided and anecdotal, necessitating more systematic investigation. Moreover, some 
developers have called for players to protest crunch, in the hopes that they could exert pres-
sure on development companies to change.5 Understanding the extent to which players care 
about developers’ working conditions is a necessary foundation for determining if or how 
they could leverage soft coercive power to alter games’ systems of production.

This article begins to address players’ attitudes toward game development crunch through 
a case study. We selected five articles from popular online game news sites that allow com-
ments, purposively sampling articles about two recent game releases where developers 
either crunched (Cyberpunk 2077: CD Projekt Red, 2020) or promoted their lack of crunch 
(Ratchet & Clank: Rift Apart: Insomniac Games, 2021). We collected all comments on each 
article (n = 1,080) and coded them into three categories—supportive of crunch, critical of 
crunch, and neutral/off topic—to develop an overall perspective on consumer attitudes. We 
also coded supportive or critical comments for their main idea; why did the commenter 
think crunch was good or bad? This illuminates how crunch persists or is resisted from a 
consumer perspective.

Overall, we found that comments supporting crunch justified it as inevitable or focused on 
paid, short-term forms of crunch. Commenters also normalized excessive overtime through 
comparison to their own experiences. Conversely, comments that critiqued crunch often 
highlighted the negative consequences for developers and advocated for better work practices 
across industries, rather than just in games. The article concludes by comparing player-based 
findings to existing work on the industry to clarify the tensions at play in video game labor. 
While this piece focuses on games, the conclusions—how consumers discursively support or 
undermine better working conditions for media producers—potentially speak to broader issues 
of creative and productive labor throughout the cultural industries and aim to make a timely 
contribution to the ongoing labor organizing efforts that have followed the Covid-19 pandemic.

Literature Review
Games’ History of Crunch

Both academic and industry research have critiqued the video game industry’s pervasive, 
exploitative labor practices. For instance, the International Game Developer Association’s 
2019 Developers Satisfaction Survey found that about 19 percent of game industry employees 
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regularly worked over 45 hours per week, 41 percent reported working crunch time, and an 
additional 35 percent worked “long or extended hours that they do not refer to as crunch.”6 
Although the survey showed lower reported rates of crunch in 2019 compared to previous 
years, the percentage of employees regularly experiencing overtime remains high.7 Crunch 
also has well-documented negative impacts on workers, as famously captured by the con-
troversy surrounding the “EA Spouse” incident.8

There are several reasons why crunch remains common despite its costs. Many studies have 
highlighted the role of the “iron triangle,” or how the industry’s flexible, project-based nature 
lends itself to crunch as producers struggle to manage the competing pressures of budget, 
production schedule, and game scope.9 Further work has critiqued NDAs’ role in constructing 
a “culture of secrecy” within the industry.10 Fearful of violating their NDAs, developers often 
hesitate to share even general work processes, limiting the extent to which they can build 
strategies for avoiding crunch. Crunch may be exacerbated by changing industry frame-
works; the rise of “games-as-a-service,” where companies maintain servers for online play 
and provide regular game updates, could generate further patterns of overwork as develop-
ers deal with an “indeterminate and ‘always on’ workflow.”11 Collectively, these forces build a 
system where crunch is normalized as a solution to several issues.

Game developers’ passion for their work and appreciation of having a “cool” job present 
additional challenges.12 Developers often start as players who love gaming enough to pursue 
it as a career. This passion frequently leads to exploitation by creating a greater supply of 
workers than there is a demand, coercing developers into silence and overwork as they fear 
being replaced.13 As Chia writes, “The desire to ‘do what you love’ energizes employment and 
engagement in creative industries such as digital gaming yet drains hobbyists and aspir-
ants by normalizing expectations to sacrifice job security for passionate work.”14 Passion and 
“doing what you love” (DWYL) are a pervasive problem across creative industries, not just 
games,15 but “the rhetoric of DWYL [hails] the power of passion as salvation from unfulfilling 
and exploited labour.”16 These structures normalize an industry habitus in which crunch is 
taken for granted as part of the job and where developers aim for “good” (limited or internally 
motivated) over “bad” (excessive or external) crunch.17

While developers often frame crunch as a “necessary evil,”18 work/life balance issues have 
led to increasingly frequent conversations about solutions in both the industry and academic 
research.19 The global Covid-19 pandemic accelerated the need to find alternatives to crunch 
as employees faced additional workplace challenges and frequent burnout.20 Proposed solu-
tions range from individual strategies such as shifting careers, to company-wide practices 
such as better scheduling, to industry-wide changes such as unionization. Thus far, however, 
research has not addressed how players understand crunch practices, as well as the role 
they could play (as consumers and supporters of the industry) in advocating for—or against—
better quality of life in game development.

Players’ Role in the Games Industry

This is not to say that players have been entirely left out of games industry research and con-
versations. Most game developers begin as players. Many projects have therefore focused on 
how players become formally or informally imbricated into industry structures.
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Players often initiate development careers by providing the industry with various forms of 
free labor: for example, community moderation and management, tournament organization, 
and modding game content.21 Industry members advise aspiring professionals toward these 
practices,22 creating what theorists from Marx to Miège have called “the large pool of ‘reserve 
workers,’ many of whom are unpaid but who are creating and sharing their work” and nor-
malizing free labor to gain a foothold in the games industry.23 Players also become embedded 
in the industry’s existing norms through formal game education, which is often “the grounds 
for aggressive and conservative performances of labor bravado, foreclosing collective action, 
moral arguments about addressing inequalities, and creativity.”24 Players who become pro-
fessionals often do so via problematic labor practices and assumptions.

But what about players without game development aspirations? Less research focuses on 
how they can support or undermine developers’ efforts to improve working conditions. As 
consumers, players not only choose where they want to spend their money but also which 
games they recommend to others, in both personal and social media networks. Platforms 
like Twitter, Reddit, and Twitch bring consumers and developers into closer proximity than 
ever before, meaning there is more potential for consumers to inform the game develop-
ment cycle. In a high-risk industry like games (or other media), where budgets are large 
and success is uncertain, a large audience of passionate advocates can be key to success. 
Barroso describes this as the “developer-superfan feedback cycle,” where, in exchange for 
fan’s active evangelization of a product, developers draw on player feedback to shape future 
offerings.25 Researchers have even suggested that players may further influence the industry 
as the “games-as-a-service” model expands and makes developers more directly accounta-
ble to their player base;26 as developers produce and release new content regularly, there are 
significantly more opportunities for players to express their dis/satisfaction.

Fan studies research has long explored how consumers express their thoughts and desires 
to media producers. For instance, Scott and Dittman analyze how female audiences push 
back against comic book writers’ focus on male audiences, while writers like Thomas illus-
trate how TV creators and fans are increasingly interconnected via social media exchanges.27 
Navar-Gill further highlights fans’ industrial role through her analysis of how TV producers 
leverage fan audiences against media executives.28 Production companies traditionally main-
tain ownership rights—and thus extensive power—over TV shows and other media. Show-
runners, however, increasingly use social media to build a devoted fandom, with which they 
pressure executives into allowing them greater creative control. These works and others 
suggest that audiences exert soft coercive power in media production spaces, compelling 
media creators to account for their expressed desires.29

Given recent labor disputes across many industries, understanding the consumer–creator 
relationship in terms of work practices becomes increasingly pressing. Game developers 
have long accepted and normalized crunch. This project asks: To what extent have players 
also been inculcated into these practices and beliefs? Player feedback already informally (as 
described earlier) and formally affects development practices and material industry condi-
tions, as when developers receive bonuses based on their games’ review scores.30 Therefore, 
player attitudes can contribute to an environment in which labor practices are reaffirmed 
or changed. Do players accept exploitative labor practices? Or are fans critical of these 
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processes, potentially supporting movements that fight for more equitable, sustainable 
workplaces? Through this case study, we start to address these broader questions by assess-
ing players’ basic reactions to news of crunch. In turn, we hope that these targeted findings 
motivate further research on consumers and labor across media industries, many of which 
face similar challenges.

Methods
Crunch has historically been underreported, and the game industry’s culture of secrecy dis-
courages developers from speaking freely about the topic.31 Articles about crunch are there-
fore important to analyze, as they provide players with insight into how games are made. 
Players are also used to expressing themselves on game news and review sites; for example, 
players can engage in “review bombing” to communicate their support for or criticism of a 
product to developers.32 Finally, comments are public-facing; we do not have equal access 
to letters or emails sent to a company. For these reasons, we purposively selected a set of 
articles about crunch published in popular online game news sites to consider comments 
as representative of “social phenomenon of interest,” that is, player attitudes toward labor 
conditions.33

We chose articles about the production of two recent games: Cyberpunk 2077, where the stu-
dio used crunch to complete the game, and Ratchet & Clank, which was allegedly crunchless.34 
To provide consistency across readership and commenting formats, we searched several 
news sites to determine (1) which had published articles on both Cyberpunk and Ratchet & 
Clank and (2) which allowed comments. These criteria led us to the publications IGN and 
Kotaku; while many sources covered one of the relevant games, only these sites covered both 
games with a focus on crunch (and allowed comments.) Given these limitations, we opted to 
conduct a comparative case study, analyzing the set of articles that could be matched.35 We 
also included one article from Polygon that focused on player reactions to the Cyberpunk 
crunch; as this article critiqued players for not supporting developers, its comment section 
provides a more “meta” perspective on player-creator relations. The full list of analyzed arti-
cles is in Table 1.

We collected all comments on each article, uploaded them to the qualitative analysis pro-
gram Dedoose, and coded them into three categories: supportive of crunch, critical of crunch, 
and neutral/unrelated. This allowed us to determine how frequently consumers supported or 
resisted crunch ideologies. We were conservative in our coding to avoid misrepresenting com-
menters. For instance, we coded this comment from the IGN Cyberpunk article as neutral/ 
unrelated: “I would definitely not have blamed them to hold it off but I’m guessing that holi-
day release date was too tasty for them to pass up.” This comment could be read as “support-
ive” because it justifies crunch to meet the deadline, but the commenter is simultaneously 
willing to wait to spare developers. Because of this split perspective, we considered it neu-
tral. We recognize that one cannot truly be “neutral” about overwork and exploitation and 
that ambivalence often perpetuates structural inequality, but as the comments’ text-based 
nature inhibited additional clarification, it was necessary to limit our analysis in some ways. 
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Table 1. List of Articles Analyzed

Publication 
venue

Game Article title Author Date Link

IGN Ratchet & 
Clank

Ratchet and Clank 
Devs Take to 
Twitter to Praise 
What They Say is 
Lack of Crunch at 
Insomniac

Kat Bailey 6/8/2021 https://www.ign.com/articles/
ratchet-and-clank-insomniac-
no-crunch-ps5-news

IGN Cyberpunk Cyberpunk 2077 
Devs Reportedly 
Required to Crunch 
to Meet November 
Release Date

Matt Kim 9/29/2020 https://www.ign.com/articles/
cyberpunk-2077-crunch-cd-
projekt-red-report

Kotaku Cyberpunk Report: Cyberpunk 
2077 Developers 
Will Be Crunching, 
Despite Promises 
They Wouldn't

Luke 
Plunkett

9/29/2020 https://kotaku.com/
report-cyberpunk-2077-
developers-will-be-crunching-
de-1845220746

Kotaku Ratchet & 
Clank

Ratchet & Clank: 
Rift Apart Devs 
Say It Was Created 
Without Crunch

John 
Walker

6/9/2021 https://kotaku.com/ratchet-
clank-rift-apart-devs-say-it-
was-created-wit-1847061180

Polygon Cyberpunk The Cyberpunk 2077 
crunch backlash

Patricia 
Hernandez

10/7/2020 https://www.polygon.
com/2020/10/7/21505804/
cyberpunk-2077-cd-projekt-
red-crunch-youtube-jason-
schreier-labor-the-witcher-3

We also coded several threads on game pricing, labor laws, and inside jokes among com-
menters in the neutral/unrelated category, provided they did not take a clear stance on 
crunch. This resulted in a high number of “neutral/unrelated” codes but also more carefully 
grounded conclusions.

We then conducted an inductive thematic analysis to evaluate supportive or critical com-
ments’ main ideas.36 Each coauthor familiarized themselves with the full dataset, and then 
we divided the sample roughly in half. We carefully read and coded each comment. Multi-
ple codes could be applied to one answer. For instance, a comment like “Seems fine to me. 
A single day extra per week? Paid extra? Only have to do that a few times? Seems like a very 
normal process for any company with a deadline” (Kotaku, 2020) was coded first as “support-
ive of crunch,” then as “crunch is inevitable,” “comparison to other jobs/industries,” “limited 
crunch,” and “paid crunch.” Allowing multiple codes per comment helped reveal thematic 
overlaps and permitted more nuanced analysis. Dedoose’s cloud-based structure ensured 
that our shared codebook updated throughout this process, and coding was iterative; we 
returned to previously analyzed comments to apply new codes as needed. Coders regu-
larly engaged in peer debriefing and triangulation. If a coder was uncertain how a comment 
should be coded, we employed an “unknown” tag to mark the excerpt, then discussed collec-
tively to choose an appropriate coding scheme.
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Following open coding, we assessed how often codes appeared and how they co-occurred 
to generate broader themes.37 Generating, defining, and naming themes were also inductive, 
“coding the data without trying to fit it into a preexisting coding frame or the researcher’s 
analytic preconceptions.”38 Although both authors have previously researched crunch within 
the industry, players’ attitudes are less understood. We therefore wanted to ensure that we 
accounted for the full range of their perspectives.

Results
Overall Stance Distributions

Our analysis revealed that slightly more comments supported crunch (369) than were crit-
ical of it (306). Likely due to our conservative coding strategy, there were more neutral/
unrelated comments (405) than either other category. While players’ stances toward crunch 
were roughly even numerically, their opinions occurred unevenly across articles. The two 
Ratchet & Clank articles, which praised the developers for avoiding crunch, both had more 
comments that criticized crunch than supported it (see Table 2). The Polygon article, which 
explicitly criticized players who did not support better working conditions for developers, 
followed this pattern too. The two articles on Cyberpunk, however, showed the reverse. In 
the case of the IGN Cyberpunk article, supportive comments occurred almost twice as often 
as critical ones.

These distributions suggest that while many players support using crunch, there is also a 
large contingent of players who do not. Readers may also choose to comment on articles 
that confirm their beliefs more frequently than those that challenge them, as articles that 
framed crunch as detrimental also had more comments taking this stance. Moreover, the 
games themselves may have affected these patterns. Cyberpunk 2077 was promoted as one of 
the most innovative role-playing games of the decade and was already delayed at the time of 
the studio’s crunch announcement. Conversely, Ratchet & Clank: A Rift Apart is a cartoonish, 
family-friendly title that was likely not as highly anticipated as Cyberpunk. Players may have 
been more willing to support crunch to get Cyberpunk than to get a game like Ratchet & Clank.

Table 2. Comment Distributions (Critical, Neutral, or Supportive)

Publication Venue Game Critical of 
Crunch

Neutral/ 
Unrelated

Supportive of 
Crunch

Total Comments/ 
Article

IGN Ratchet & Clank 32 27 10 69

IGN Cyberpunk 135 238 248 621

Kotaku Cyberpunk 59 62 62 183

Kotaku Ratchet & Clank 10 9 2 21

Polygon Cyberpunk 70 69 47 186

Total Comments/ 
Stance

 306 405 369 1080
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Having established these broader patterns, we proceeded to evaluate how players supported 
or critiqued crunch. Overall, we found that comments supporting crunch frequently framed 
it as inevitable. This code commonly overlapped with two other prominent codes: “com-
parison to other jobs/industries” and “crunch is effective.” Collectively, these form a theme 
suggesting that crunch is a standard part of games and other industries. Another theme 
combined the codes “paid crunch” and “limited crunch”—that is, commenters promoted the 
idea that crunch was acceptable if it came with extra compensation and/or only occurred 
for a short time. Following previous research, we called this theme “ ‘good’ crunch.”39 While 
there were other “supportive” themes, such as the idea that a successful end product justi-
fies crunch, these five codes were by far most prominent both in number and in their ten-
dency to co-occur.

In contrast, comments that criticized crunch overwhelmingly focused on its negative effects 
on workers. They also tended to view crunch as a management failure or a coercive choice 
on the part of exploitative companies. Finally, often in reaction to supportive comments 
arguing that crunch was common to many industries, critics contended that workers in all 
jobs—not just games—deserved better working conditions, leading to a high co-occurrence 
of the codes “critical” and “comparison to other jobs.”

Supportive of Crunch Themes

Crunch as Standard

The most prominent theme in our data set links three highly related codes: “crunch is inev-
itable,” “crunch is effective,” and “comparisons to other jobs.” “Crunch is inevitable” com-
ments were most common. These implied that crunch is unavoidable in game production 
and that developers should expect to crunch as part of their routine duties. For example, 
one commenter claimed, “when they signed up to be a designer they knew that came with 
deadline.” These comments appeared most in the Cyberpunk articles but were also present 
in the Ratchet & Clank pieces. Similarly, there was a pervasive belief that workers should quit 
if they were unhappy: “Not a single employee in the gaming industry wasn’t aware that there 
would be a lot of crunch in that industry. It was their own choice to work in that industry” 
(IGN, 2020). There is a palpable sense of hostility embedded in these comments, addressed 
further below.

Multiple commenters argued that crunch was an effective strategy for meeting deadlines, 
creating better products, or even showing a developer’s passion for their work. One com-
menter plainly stated, “excellence requires sacrifice” (Polygon, 2020), while another enthusi-
astically claimed: “You want games? You want them to be good? You want them to be done? 
You want them to come out on time? Let them do what they do to get it there” (IGN, 2020). 
These comments shared the same critical tone as the “inevitable” comments; many com-
menters implied that delaying a game’s release was a cardinal sin that developers should 
crunch to avoid.

Comments that defend crunch as both inevitable and effective resemble discourses that 
circulate within the industry itself,40 suggesting these may permeate out to players. Empha-
sizing how “excellence requires sacrifice,” for instance, resonates with the industry’s 
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technomasculine ethos, which emphasizes knowledge and control over technology as well 
as an attitude of “working in the trenches.”41 This normalization of crunch, and expressed 
hostility toward its critics, may establish a foundation for players to pressure developers into 
accepting detrimental working conditions. If developers and players both feel that crunch is 
normal, and necessary to produce the best games, it is likely more difficult for labor activists 
to encourage alternative work practices.

The perception of crunch as inevitable was reemphasized in many comments where writers 
compared developers’ experiences with crunch to their own work. “Comparisons to other 
jobs” comments referred to other game companies as well as careers outside of the game 
industry. For example, multiple comments on the Cyberpunk articles compared CD Projekt 
Red to other studios known for crunching, such as Rockstar Games or EA, arguing, “This isn’t 
Naughty Dog doing 70 hour weeks for months straight without pay kind of bullshit” (Kotaku,  
2020). More interesting, however, were the myriad comparisons to both blue- and white- 
collar jobs, ranging from construction workers laboring in the hot sun to highly trained phy-
sicians enduring the same hours as game developers; “good thing doctors never complain 
about this stuff” (IGN, 2021).

Once again these comments maintained a hostile tone toward anyone speaking out against 
crunch, perhaps using these articles as a way to voice commenters’ frustrations with their 
own careers. As one commenter put it, “I work under the same conditions but it’s not in the 
entertainment industry so nobody cares I guess” (Kotaku, 2020). An IGN (2020) commenter 
similarly stated, “awe boo hoo. Nobody was crying for me when I was working 80 hours a 
week in the heat and rain, they’re getting over time and MORE money!! Sometimes you gotta 
grind it. They’ll get through it.” These responses highlight ingrained ideologies around work-
aholism or labor exploitation; commenters expected overwork as a normal part of their jobs. 
Exposure to crunch articles resulted in them doubling down on this normalization, rather 
than reevaluating their perspectives.

At the root of this anger was the implication that developing games was not taxing on the 
laborer, with commenters ridiculing game developers as “sensitive office workers” (IGN, 
2020). Many “comparison to other jobs” comments framed game development as preferable 
to the commenter’s job because “these guys get to work at a computer in air-conditioning” 
(IGN, 2020). Although game production requires various forms of creative, technological, and 
immaterial labor, and is often precarious, outside commenters did not necessarily recognize 
these struggles. Instead, comments tended to deride the value of office or desk work. More-
over, many comments mentioned the writers’ lack of a college degree, for example, “Man it 
must suck to have a career where you get paid to work 6 days a week . . . and work in the 
air conditioning behind a computer screen I didnt go to college . . . ive worked hard before. 
I dont feel sorry for these programmers” (IGN, 2020). While these comments do reflect the 
reality that 96 percent of game developers possess a college degree or at least some formal 
training,42 the comparisons between degreed and non-degreed work also advance several 
class-based divisions.

Comments that claim that crunch is inevitable or effective, or that compare game develop-
ment to other jobs, all normalize crunch while critiquing the workers who complain. Such 
comments are in many ways unsurprising, neatly fitting into neoliberal ideologies that frame 
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work as an individual choice and that resist labor organizing, unionization, and strong work-
place protections.43 Commenters also effectively challenge the validity of the technological 
and creative labor needed to produce digital games. The frequent use of hostile language 
suggests that developers should be thankful to have a job that many perceive to be easy 
or fulfilling. Comments like these may reaffirm separations between blue-collar and white- 
collar work while simultaneously downplaying game developers’ precarity. Similarly, this 
degradation of technological and creative labor potentially prevents blue-collar player- 
laborers from expressing solidarity with white-collar developer-laborers against overall sys-
tems of exploitation.

“Good” Crunch

Following this first theme of crunch as inevitable, effective, and common across industries, 
comments that supported crunch also frequently advanced beliefs regarding “good crunch.”44 
Comments suggested crunch was permissible if employees were earning overtime wages or 
if the crunch was short term (e.g., only crunching at the final stage of development). Many 
commenters expected a crunch to meet deadlines and strongly asserted that working one 
extra day a week, or earning overtime wages, was acceptable:

There being told to work 6 days a week instead of 5 for a little under 2 months max with no expec-
tation to work more than scheduled hours each day. I know they went back on there word but the 
work itself doesn’t sound unreasonable. Are we condemning any game dev overtime always from 
this point forward?”

(Kotaku, 2020)

Another commenter remarked, “I don’t know why this would be a big deal as long as they’re 
treated with respect, get proper breaks and rest periods, and don’t have to do it every single 
quarter” (IGN, 2020). However, games journalists reported that CDPR employees had alleg-
edly been crunching to some extent since 2018; crunch was not truly limited.45 Further, as 
Cyberpunk started development in 2013, the fact that commenters still expected a limited 
crunch in the final months of 2020 indicates how normalized this practice is. The concept of 
“good crunch” helps downplay instances in which crunch has endured for months or even 
years, as with games like Red Dead Redemption 2, Stardew Valley, or The Last of Us 2.46 It thus 
serves as a form of cruel optimism, presenting an ideal of improvement while in practice 
reaffirming continued exploitation and overwork; there is actually no such thing as a “good” 
crunch.47

Critical of Crunch Themes

Crunch’s Negative Impacts

In contrast to supportive comments, which split between a few key themes, comments 
that were critical of crunch practices overwhelmingly discussed crunch’s negative effects 
on workers. Comments in this category included statements such as “people’s lives are 
more important than sales forecasts. Unfortunately the people in charge don’t see it that 
way” (IGN, 2020). More specifically, comments pointed to crunch’s negative impacts on 
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employee health and their work/life balance, and to the game industry’s high rate of 
employee burnout.

Within discussions of health, commenters on the IGN Cyberpunk article stated things like 
“i mean i want cyberpunk but i dont want anyone dropping dead from exhaustion.” Others 
compared the Cyberpunk developers’ crunch to their own personal experience: “I’ve worked 
in those sort of environments and (no joke) they do permanent damage to people’s health. 
Inexcusable” (Polygon, 2020). One commenter on the IGN piece about Ratchet & Clank stated, 
“It’s a crazy world we live in now where employees feel the need to broadcast it to the world 
that they DIDN’T get worked almost to death/insomia/depression/high stress etc.” Overall, 
critical commenters recognized that—even though game development is a desk job—working 
long hours could have both short- and long-term effects on employees’ health.

Other commenters felt that crunch was not justified due to its impacts on those around them. 
One forceful comment stated, “ ‘Passion’ doesn’t mean shit. I like what I do but I also have a 
family I like to spend time with. If I’m working overtime for free it means I’m losing time with 
my family to benefit a company with nothing in return” (Kotaku, 2020). While comments like 
this were less prominent across the other articles in the dataset, their inclusion in at least a 
few locations shows commenters’ wider critiques of crunch, beyond health impacts.

Finally, critical comments pointed to how crunch negatively impacts the industry overall. As 
one longer comment framed it:

The average span of an engineer in the gaming industry is 5 years. Imagine all that time spent going 
to school and learning your craft only to make it 5 years in the industry. Most of these guys burn 
out because of the hours they are putting in. [. . .] While I don’t usually endorse unionizing, there’s 
almost no argument that can possibly be made in favor of not doing so. I for one want developers 
in general to be compensated fairly and treated humanely for their efforts. I want them to stay in 
the industry longer and continue to contribute to their craft that we, as consumers, vastly enjoy.

(IGN, 2020)

Comments in this vein highlight how losing experienced developers to crunch affects game 
fans and players, as well as industry members. With this stance, they posit that gamers who 
truly want the best games should support sustainable work practices.

The negative impacts that commenters identified have been previously reported in both 
industry and research spaces. Bulut, for instance, found that game developers’ ability to 
crunch often required their having a (usually female) partner who picked up the extra bur-
den of domestic labor.48 Work on employee burnout has also highlighted how it differentially 
affects older and female employees,49 leading to a loss of experienced creators and of diverse 
perspectives. Some comments even recognized that crunch is ineffective, as overworked 
employees are less productive and more likely to make mistakes.50 One Polygon comment, 
for instance, stated, “It’s well known at this point that extended work hours decrease pro-
ductivity so the person you’re responding to is factually incorrect. Crunch is not a viable 
competitive strategy outside the short term.” Thus, commenters who critiqued crunch’s neg-
ative effects on workers also highlighted its costs for workers’ families, players, companies, 
and the industry overall.
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Company or Management Failure

After establishing why they viewed crunch as bad, critical comments tended to focus on 
who to blame. The next most prominent critical codes— “management failure” and “company 
choice/culture”—both suggested that crunch occurred when management failed to schedule 
effectively, planned for crunch to occur, or built a company culture where employees were 
pressured into working overtime.

“Management failure” comments included statements like “The fact they have to do crunch 
proves that management isn’t very good at setting proper deadlines” (Polygon, 2020) or “get 
better management and crunch won’t happen” (IGN, 2021). Some comments critiqued how 
the industry lacked specific managerial training, leading to poor scheduling that was often 
solved with crunch. Additionally, comments frequently railed against the fact that manage-
ment could institute crunch but was less likely to be negatively affected by it. One such com-
ment, from the IGN Cyberpunk article, stated, “Every time this happens, it’s a failure of the 
management but the workers pay the price of their incompetence by crunching!” Comment-
ers consistently blamed crunch on management decisions, investor greed, and inefficient 
scheduling.

Company choice/culture comments were similar but blamed crunch on company structures 
as a whole rather than just management. For instance, a Polygon comment said, “Compa-
nies that aren’t concerned about burning out and churning through employees use crunch. 
Companies that view their employees as long term investments that pay off over many years 
absolutely do not do this.” Statements like this framed crunch as something companies chose 
to do, rather than as an inevitable part of development. Commenters who critiqued Cyber-
punk studio CD Projekt Red for instituting crunch argued this was a sign they did not care 
about their workers; those who complimented Ratchet & Clank developer Insomniac Games 
for avoiding crunch argued that this proved quality games could be produced in sustainable 
ways. Players also felt that studios could encourage crunch even if/when they did not man-
date overtime; “They can create a culture of peer pressure without having to force crunch 
and deal with the bad plublicity” (Kotaku, 2021). Readers were highly attentive to structures 
of power within media industries, particularly how companies or managers could institute 
crunch, normalize its use, and even pressure employees into unhealthy work patterns with-
out explicitly forcing these. Simultaneously, commenters’ support of developers who pro-
duced games without crunch helped highlight alternatives.

Comparison to Other Industries

Finally, it is worth noting that the code “comparison to other industries,” which was com-
monly applied to comments supporting crunch (123 co-occurrences), frequently applied to 
comments critical of crunch as well (56 co-occurrences). These comments often emerged in 
response to other writers arguing that crunch was a normal part of any industry; critics con-
tended that no industry should rely on crunch to succeed. They also called out other com-
menters for internalizing ideologies of overwork, encouraging them to rethink their beliefs. 
For example, a comment from the IGN Cyberpunk article stated, “If your take on this story 
is ‘But I work 60 hour weeks across several days too’ then you ought to be asking serious 
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questions about your job. That’s unhealthy. That wrong doesn’t make this right.” These com-
menters advocated for all workers to consider the costs of their current labor practices and 
push for improvement across industries, not just games. Labor activists should aim to find 
and amplify these voices if they seek to draw further attention to the costs of crunch and 
promote overall reforms.

Discussion
Although commenters both supported and criticized crunch practices, many seem to have 
internalized game industry ideologies about crunch. Players’ belief that crunch is “inevita-
ble,” for instance, is unsurprising given how pervasive crunch logics are in the game envi-
ronment, from workplaces,51 to video game and trade press,52 to game design education,53 to 
conventions and hobbyist spaces.54 Players who are involved enough in gaming to seek out 
and comment on articles about game production have likely been exposed to many of these 
beliefs. Further, many comments positioned gamework as desirable, a “cool” job that grants 
significant cultural capital, reflecting many of the reasons why developers themselves value 
their careers.55 In both cases, however, this belief can mask the labor issues that permeate 
game design, with developers’ passion driving them to overwork and exploitation while play-
ers focus on the glamour of gamework rather than its costs. Indeed, some comments seemed 
to resent any suggestion that gamework was a less-than-ideal career.

Support for crunch is further unsurprising when viewed through the lens of “Do What You 
Love” discourse and the ideal of the enterprising self.56 DWYL posits that individuals who 
truly care about what they do will not only offer their labor for free but even be grateful for 
the chance to do so.57 DWYL is held up as inherently better than laboring in a job you don’t 
care about, due to its presumed emotional payoffs. These constructions are evident in many 
“comparison to other jobs” comments, where writers displayed hostility toward game devel-
opers who complain about their work conditions. Comments framed crunch as something 
developers should expect and accept, especially if they care about their work. As Chia points 
out, however, this “moralizing of passionate work as compensation for job insecurity and 
workaholism” masks significant labor issues and can trap passionate employees in a cycle of 
overwork.58

Finally, commenters who supported crunch also often fell into the practice of assuming desk 
work was not “real” work, perceiving it as easier than careers such as construction or medi-
cine. This speaks to broader issues with the rise of immaterial labor. As Brophy and de Peuter 
describe, the figure of the “knowledge worker” emerges from post-Fordist economic and 
labor transformations that prioritize technological, service, and white-collar work over more 
traditional blue-collar careers.59 Commenters’ critiques of game developers tacitly reflect a 
form of occupational push-back, where their hostility toward office workers may emerge 
from the displacement of traditional workplaces and the skilled trades in the Global North.

Such divisions hinder cross-industry solidarity. When gameworkers outline the challenges 
they face, many commenters, instead of seeing an opportunity to advocate for better work 
practices across fields, argue that developers should not complain because others have it 
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worse. This ignores how precarity, overwork, and even the global economy’s increased reli-
ance on “freelancers, contract hires, and interns” span a variety of fields.60 Addressing these 
collectively, rather than individually, could be empowering to workers able to overcome dis-
agreement about how various forms of labor “count.”

Many commenters have already advanced along this path, pointing out how exploitative 
labor practices like crunch negatively affect workers, come to be built into company culture, 
and should be addressed across industries. Further, the fact that many comments critiqued 
crunch as exploitative suggests the need for further attention to these counter-hegemonic 
discourses among both players and gameworkers. Our cross-sectional data cannot indicate 
whether anti-crunch attitudes are rising among consumers, but we expect they are given 
how conversations about crunch, labor, and unionization are becoming more prominent in 
the industry.61 The articles/comments under analysis were also published in late 2020 and 
early/mid-2021, in the early stages of the global Covid-19 pandemic and largely in advance 
of 2021’s massive labor movements. Thus, it’s unclear how things changed as employees 
adjusted to working from home, or what effect (if any) events like the International Alliance 
of Theatrical Stage Employees (IASTE) protests or the Great Resignation62 may have played 
in building support or criticism of crunch among consumers. Future research should engage 
in a longitudinal comparison to explore these factors.

Limitations
This project has several limitations. The text-based, case-study methodology is narrow in 
focus, and it can only speak to what discourses circulate among players; it cannot speak 
to how developers engage with this consumer pressure. Given industry conventions like 
bonuses based on review scores, we expect that players can affect production decisions, but 
further research should interview developers to determine if/how this happens. We also 
struggled to find articles about studios that do not employ crunch, limiting our scope and 
requiring us to assess two very different games. Cyberpunk 2077 and Ratchet & Clank fall into 
different genres with different target audiences. Cyberpunk also follows the “games-as-a-
service” model, where developers release additional content after the game’s initial publica-
tion, while Ratchet & Clank is a “games-as-a-product” creation, meaning development ends 
upon release.63 Thus, it may have been easier for the Ratchet team to avoid crunch than the 
Cyberpunk team. Furthermore, Cyberpunk was produced in Poland while Ratchet & Clank 
was developed in the United States. These countries have distinct labor laws and production 
contexts,64 a fact many commenters in our dataset recognized. We did not have the space to 
address this theme in the current article, but future work should explore how players view 
different game production contexts through the lens of crunch and labor. Moving forward, 
we plan to broaden our analysis historically to provide more examples for comparison and to 
overcome several of these challenges.

Another limitation emerges from our highly-specialized, pseudonymous dataset. Comments 
are likely left by people who are passionate about video games and motivated to seek out jour-
nalistic coverage regarding their production. These individuals’ opinions may not resemble 
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those held by more casual players. Commenters’ pseudonymity also means we cannot assess 
who is speaking. Further work should follow up with interviews or surveys to explore which 
players are more likely to support or critique crunch practices. However, our initial results 
speak to the highly contested nature of crunch and indicate why this topic is worthy of fur-
ther study.

Finally, because we specifically examined articles about crunch, we cannot evaluate how 
commenters’ hostility toward developers might play out in other parts of the production pro-
cess. We suspect that hostile comments may be leveled more often against female, BIPOC, 
and LGBTQ+ developers who are significantly more likely to experience online harassment.65 
Similarly, indie developers, who are often more entangled with potential players than their 
AAA counterparts, may face a larger burden of consumer pressure with fewer resources 
for managing this. Adding coverage of indie games, as well as those produced by non- 
traditional gamers, would add further nuance to this research, as would studying labor prac-
tices beyond crunch.

Conclusions
With recent protests occurring in industries from auto making, to food production, to 
entertainment, questions about labor are at the top of the news cycle.66 In particular, the 
2021 IATSE negotiations, where members of the union voted to strike prior to reaching a 
tentative agreement with the producers’ guild, and the recent unionization efforts at video 
game studios like Vodeo and Raven Software highlight ongoing labor conversations within 
media and entertainment industries.67 The process by which labor practices get reinforced 
or change merits further analysis, especially as industry frameworks such as the “games-
as-a-service” model become increasingly common.68 In this article, we have found that, 
while many commenters argue against crunch, this practice still has significant support 
among consumer bases, at least in the case of game players who engage with articles about 
crunch. Thus, we contend that further change is needed to fully recognize and reject ide-
ologies of overwork. While improved labor practices are most likely to occur through the 
efforts of developers and activists, these groups should consider how player-consumers 
can be incorporated into ongoing conversations to help construct a larger foundation and 
spread the burden of organizing work. We suggest encouraging workers across industries 
to focus on shared elements of their experience, rather than hierarchical valuations of “real 
work,” to build solidarity and advocate more collectively. These changes could then inte-
grate with growing interest in unionization and workplace practices within media indus-
tries themselves.
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